ABSTRACT In reliability-based design optimization (RBDO) for the satellite system, reliability modeling is a very important issue. However, due to the limited failure information and small scale production in space engineering, it remains challenging as how to properly construct the reliability model especially in the early conceptual design phase for a new satellite. Actually, there is multi-source lifetime (or failure) information of satellite subsystems or systems from the past missions or designer experiences. How to fully integrate the multi-source information so as to enhance the reliability model with more knowledge is an open problem to be solved. To address this problem, in this paper, it is proposed to use the Bayesian Melding Method (BMM) to merge the multi-source lifetime information from the multi-level structure of satellite system and subsystems, based on which the lifetime distributions can be updated and the satellite reliability model can be properly constructed. With the enhanced reliability model, the satellite RBDO is further studied to optimize the satellite design with budget constraints on mass, cost, and reliability. Finally, two case studies are utilized to demonstrate and verify the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing complexity and performance requirement of satellite, reliability becomes more and more important in the satellite system design [1] , [2] . Reliability-based design optimization (RBDO) is widely studied in the aerospace engineering to simultaneously enhance the satellite reliability as well as other performances subject to multiple constraints [3] , [4] . Especially for the complex multidisciplinary coupling features and mixed uncertainty situations, different satellite RBDO methods have been developed [5] , [6] . To enhance the RBDO effectiveness, the accuracy of the satellite reliability model is of fundamental importance. However, due to the limited failure information and small scale production in the space engineering, and also because the satellite is generally designed case by case, it remains challenging as how to properly construct the reliability model especially in the early conceptual design phase for a new satellite.
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Generally, lifetime information is commonly used for the satellite reliability modeling. In order to properly construct the satellite reliability model with more knowledge, the multisource lifetime (or failure) information of satellite subsystems and systems from the past missions or designer experience should be collected and integrated. Lifetime information sources are mainly divided into two categories. One is from expert experience and the other is from realistic in-orbit data. For the first category, through the analysis of former experiments or history data, experienced experts play an essential role when providing advice for the products [7] , [8] . In some cases, the information and feedback of experts are more accurate and fast for the lack of time or resources, which can also be extracted as probability distributions [9] . For the other category, a database called SpaceTrak provides many in-orbit failure data of satellites, based on which researches by Castet et al. [10] - [12] about statistical reliability analysis have been carried out. Weibull distributions using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) are commonly used for the reliability modeling of satellite system or VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ subsystems [13] , [14] . In addition, Guo et al. [15] propose using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to model the reliability of small satellite system and subsystems with the condition of in-orbit failures. Because the statistical analysis of failure data is based on the evaluation of large number of satellites with different types, the statistical results can be used as a general reference for the new satellite design. Therefore, both information given by experts and information obtained by the statistical analysis of in-orbit failure data are of great value when designing a satellite. However, how to make full use of the obtained information remains to be solved. Considering the satellite system structure (i.e. the coupling relationship between subsystems and system), information from subsystems and system can be merged. Guikema et al. [16] examine different methods for formulating an informative distribution by merging available information from the whole system. Givens et al. [17] give linear and logarithmic pooling methods to aggregate different information in the system. Based on the linear pooling method, the combination of distributions and data from different sources for the posterior inference [18] - [20] is developed. Taking the advantages of the logarithmic pooling method into consideration, Poole et al. [21] first propose the Bayesian Melding Method (BMM) to integrate and update both the subsystem level and system level distribution under the deterministic system structure. Guo et al. [22] develop the BMM into iterative melding and updating method to assess the system reliability. Yang et al. improve the traditional BMM in terms of the pooling weight in [23] , [24] . Besides, Guo et al. combine heterogeneous information based on BMM by constructing the system structure with Bayesian Networks [25] , [26] . Among the aforementioned research, BMM is an effective method to integrate the information of subsystems and system. Thus in this paper, it is proposed to use BMM to integrate the multi-source lifetime information from satellite subsystems and system, so as to properly construct the reliability model for the satellite RBDO.
The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows. To extend the traditional BMM to solve the complex multi-level lifetime information integration problem of satellite, two strategies are proposed. First the complex multilevel structure is decomposed into several two-level modules, which can directly adopt the traditional BMM to integrate the initial empirical lifetime information (either from expert experience or from realistic data) of elements within the module. Second, the information of all the modules is proposed to be propagated and integrated level-by-level in a bottomup way until the final integration into the top system level. After the final integration, all the lifetime information sources can be merged, and the lifetime distributions of each element in the satellite system can be updated. With the updated lifetime distributions, the satellite reliability model can be properly constructed, and RBDO can be performed with more confident optimization results.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, the traditional BMM is briefly introduced. Then in section 3, the proposed reliability modeling method based on multi-source lifetime information integration with BMM is developed. First, the multi-source lifetime information integration and reliability modeling problem for the complex multi-level satellite system is presented. Then the lifetime information integration and distribution updating method based on BMM for the multi-level satellite subsystems and system structure is elaborated. Based on the updated distributions, the reliability modeling and analysis methods are introduced. In section 4, the RBDO problem formulation for satellite system design and the solving process are described. The proposed BMM-based lifetime information integration method and the RBDO method are demonstrated and verified with two cases respectively in section 5, followed by conclusion and future research prospects in section 6.
II. BACKGROUND: BAYESIAN MELDING METHOD
Denote the system structure as t = M (t θ ), where t θ represents the lifetime of subsystems, t refers to the lifetime of satellite system and M is the logical structure relationship between subsystems and system, such as series, parallel and so on. For example, if subsystems are in series, the M is the Min function, i.e. t = min(t θ ). To distinguish the empirical lifetime distributions of t θ and t , the distribution of t θ is named as the empirical subsystem lifetime distribution f 1 (t θ ), while the other is the empirical system lifetime distribution f 2 (t ). Given f 1 (t θ ) and the logical relationship M , the lifetime distribution of the satellite system can be obtained, denoted as the induced system lifetime distribution f * 1 (t ). It is noted that the induced system lifetime distribution just relies on f 1 (t θ ) and M , without considering the empirical system distribution f 2 (t ). Therefore, f * 1 (t ) and f 2 (t ) involve different information but both of them are related to t . Combining f * 1 (t ) and f 2 (t ), a new lifetime distribution can be obtained as:
where f * (t ) is named as the pooled system lifetime distribution and α is the pooling weight. Poole et al. [21] verify the feasibility of (1) for continuous and discrete variables. However, there exists a problem when relating to the system structure t = M (t θ ), i.e. how to invert the pooled system lifetime distribution in the system level back to the subsystem level again to update the subsystem distribution. Specific derivations to solve the problem have been given at length in [21] , [24] . The result of a continuous form is shown in (2) .
f θ (t θ ) is named as the updated subsystem lifetime distribution. Similar to the derivation process of the induced system distribution, an updated system lifetime distribution f (t ) is obtained by converting the subsystem level into the system level. In conclusion, the lifetime information integration process of BMM can be summarized as five steps, as shown in Table 1 and the information propagation process between satellite subsystems and system is shown in Fig. 1 .
III. RELIABILITY MODELLING METHOD BASED ON MULTI-SOURCE LIFETIME INFORMATION INTEGRATION A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION OF MULTI-SOURCE LIFETIME INFORMATION INTEGRATION AND RELIABILITY MODELLING
Generally, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of lifetime is denoted as F(t), which is also called cumulative failure probability function. The relationship between CDF and the lifetime probability density function (PDF) f (t) is described as:
where T is the random variable of lifetime. Based on F(t), the reliability function can be obtained as follows.
Therefore, if given the lifetime distribution f (t), the reliability function R(t) can be modeled. In the satellite design, constructing the satellite reliability model is of great significance to solve the problem of satellite RBDO. Commonly, the satellite system has a multi-level structure which contains multiple elements, as shown in Fig. 2 . It should be noted that only part of the elements are shown in Fig. 2 for briefness, and the number of elements in each level is determined by the specific satellite structure. Therefore, there may exist multi-source lifetime (or failure) information of components and subsystems from the past missions or designer experience. How to integrate the existing lifetime information for constructing a satellite reliability model properly remains an open issue to be addressed. In this paper, a reliability modeling method is proposed, which contains two main parts: the multi-source lifetime information integration and the reliability model construction, as shown in Fig. 3 . The main strategies will be discussed in section 3.2 and section 3.3.
B. LIFETIME INFORMATION INTEGRATION AND DISTRIBUTION UPDATING METHOD BASED ON BMM
Lifetime information integration method is based on the traditional BMM, which includes two strategies. As shown in Fig. 3 , the first strategy is called the system structure decomposing to analyze the structure more conveniently and the second is called the lifetime distribution updating to merge and update empirical lifetime distribution information.
For the structure decomposing strategy, the multi-level structure is divided into several two-level modules to directly adopt the traditional BMM. Take a N -level structure shown in Fig. 2 as an example, the level is numbered in an ascending order from the bottom level to the top level, i.e. the bottom VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. A simplified multi-level satellite system. level is level one and the top level is level N . The j th element
is associated with one and only one element in the (i + 1) th level. For any element λ ij (2 ≤ i ≤ N ), if there are some elements in the (i − 1) th level being associated to it, then these elements are called the children of λ ij . If an element has no children elements, then it is called the basic unit and denoted as U , e.g. the k th basic unit in level one is represented by U k . For all the elements in the i th level (2 ≤ i ≤ N ), form a two-level module for each element λ ij by combining this element with its children in the (i − 1) th level, and number this module as module M ij . The module decomposition result of the multi-level system is shown in Fig. 2 .
For the distribution updating of the complex multi-level structure, it is proposed to update the two-level modules in the sequence from the bottom to top. Take the structure in Fig. 2 for example, the lifetime BMM method introduced in section 2 is first applied to each module in the bottom, i.e. M ij (i = 1). The distributions of all the elements in the first and second levels, which form the bottom modules, are updated with the integration of lifetime information in these two levels. Then with the updated λ ij (i = 2, j = 1, 2, 3, and 4) distributions in the second level, denoted as λ * ij , the BMM method can be applied again to update the modules M ij (i = 2), and the elements in the third level can be updated with the information integration from the first two levels. Continue this lifetime information integration and distribution updating process until up to the top module. By this integration process, all the lifetime information from different elements can be propagated and integrated to the top system level, so as to enhance the system level reliability modeling. In summary, the information propagation and distribution updating of the simplified multi-level system are shown in Fig. 4 . 
C. RELIABILITY MODEL CONSTRUCTION FOR THE MULTI-LEVEL SATELLITE SYSTEM
Denote the final updated lifetime distribution of the satellite system to be f S (t). According to (3) and (4), f S (t) can then be converted into CDF by
Therefore, the reliability model is constructed as (6) .
IV. DESIGN OPTIMIZATION FOR THE SATELLITE SYSTEM A. THE RBDO PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR SATELLITE SYSTEM DESIGN
The RBDO problem for the satellite system design is formulated as follows.
1) DESIGN VARIABLES
In this paper, the design variables are the number of basic units selected for the satellite. Suppose the total number of different basic units is denoted as N total . Take the multi-level satellite system shown in Fig. 2 as an example, the number of the basic units U k in level one is denoted as n k and (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n N total ) are the design variables. The maximum and minimum bounds of U k are denoted as n k max and n k min respectively, which are decided by experts or designers according to the specific task or the property of the satellite system. Then, the RBDO design space can be defined as:
2) OPTIMIZATION OBJECTIVE
The optimization objective is determined by different design tasks or design processes and there might be multiple optimization objectives for one optimization problem. In the engineering field, there are many design indicators (e.g. the total mass, reliability, and cost) that can be regarded as optimization objectives. In this paper, the minimization of the total cost is chosen as the objective, which is:
Suppose that the price of each U k is c k , then the total cost is calculated by (9) .
It should be noted that (9) is a simplified form to calculate the satellite cost so as to compare the different unit selection schemes in this paper. As for other specific problems, there are many other calculation methods for the total cost, such as [3] , [27] .
3) CONSTRAINTS
Suppose the mass of each U k is m k , then the total mass of the satellite M satellite can be calculated by (10) , which is also a simplified form to compare different schemes in this paper. For more other satellite mass estimation methods, the readers are referred to [27] .
Denote the budget of the total mass as M sat_budget . M satellite should be no larger than M sat_budget as
Similarly, the total cost of satellite C satellite should be no larger than the budget C sat_budget as
Specially, the satellite reliability R satellite is calculated based on the proposed reliability modeling method in section 3. Given a design scheme denoted by a group of n k (k = 1, . . . , N total ), the satellite system structure (e.g. Fig. 2) can be updated and a new system structure is determined. According to the proposed reliability modeling method, the new system structure is first decomposed into several two-level modules. Then the lifetime information integration method based on BMM can be employed to integrate and update the lifetime distributions, based on which the satellite system reliability model can be constructed. Finally, the satellite system reliability can be obtained by (6) . As the satellite reliability R satellite should not be less than the desired reliability level R sat_budget , the reliability constraint can be formulated as R satellite ≥ R sat_budget (13) To sum up, the satellite RBDO model can be concluded as follows:
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B. SATELLITE SYSTEM RBDO SOLVING PROCESS
In the search for the optimal RBDO solution, given a design scheme, the total cost and mass can be directly calculated with (9) and (10). Specially, the satellite system structure is updated with the given design scheme. Based on the reliability modeling method proposed in section 3, the updated system structure is decomposed into two-level modules to integrate multi-source lifetime information and then obtain the updated lifetime distributions. With the updated lifetime distributions, the satellite system reliability can then be modeled and calculated by (6) . The design variables will be adjusted through the Sequence Quadratic Program (SQP) algorithm ( [28] , [29] ) until the stopping condition is satisfied. To sum up, the flowchart of the satellite RBDO process is shown in Fig. 5 , and the main steps are summarized as follows:
Step 1: Input the budgets of the total mass, the total cost, and the reliability for the satellite to be designed. Given all the empirical lifetime distributions of the satellite system and prepare for the multi-level satellite system reliability modeling.
Step 2: The optimization modeling process. Go to Step 2.1 and Step 2.2.
Step 2.1: Determine the design variables, the model of constraints and optimization objective.
Step 2.2: Construct the single objective optimization model.
Step 3: The optimization solution process. Go to Step 3.1, Step 3.2, and Step 3.3.
Step 3.1: Given a group of the unit number (i.e. a scheme of the design variables) as n k (k = 1, . . . , N total ) . Step 3.2 : Calculate the total cost and mass by (9) and (10) . At the same time, through the multi-level satellite system reliability modeling method proposed in section 3, calculate the satellite reliability by (6) .
Step 3.3 : If the stopping condition is satisfied, then go to Step 4. Otherwise, search for another group of n k (k = 1, . . . , N total ) and go back to Step 3.1. The stopping conditions are that the size of a step is smaller than 1e − 10 and the maximum iteration number is 400.
Step 4: Output the final optimization results and end the process.
V. CASE STUDY
Two examples are utilized for demonstrating and verifying the proposed methods in this section. Case 1 uses a two-level system structure to demonstrate the proposed lifetime information integration process based on BMM. Case 2 demonstrates a RBDO problem of a complex multi-level satellite system with the proposed reliability modeling method.
A. CASE 1: TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM LIFETIME INFORMATION INTEGRATION 1) PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
A two-level small satellite system is established with seven subsystems, as shown in Fig. 6 . The descriptions of subsystems are given in Table 2 . The initial empirical distributions are defined based on the statistical lifetime distributions obtained by MCMC method from in-orbit failure data [15] , and Weibull distributions with parameters listed in Table 2 are used for describing empirical lifetime distributions of the system and subsystems. The expression of the Weibull distribution is given as (15) .
Two system structure settings with different parallel and serial relationships between seven subsystems are used for analysis, which are shown in Fig. 7 .
2) RESULTS ANALYSIS
The results show that the updated lifetime PDF deviates from the initial given empirical distribution greatly in the early life stage where the failure probability density is large. After this period, both the empirical and the updated distributions have very low failure probability. Take the ADC component updating for example, the PDF comparison throughout the complete lifetime and the enlarged part in the early stage are shown in Fig. 8(a) . The enlarged part to clearly demonstrate the updating results and distribution differences in the early life stage for other components are shown in the other subplots of Fig. 8 . As two different system structure settings are used for analysis, there are two updated distributions for each subsystem and system. As shown in Fig. 8, ''updated 1'' shown in red refers to the updated lifetime distribution of setting 1 and ''updated 2'' shown in black means the updated lifetime distribution of setting 2, while ''empirical'' shown in blue means the distribution given in Table 2 . Obviously the updated results for the two system settings are also quite different, which clearly demonstrates that the system structure has significant influence on the updated distributions through the structured information propagation. Further, the updated distributions are used to model the satellite system reliability through (6) . The comparison results of the reliability based on the initial empirical lifetime distribution and the updated distributions for the two different system structure settings, are shown in Fig. 9 .
From Fig. 9 , it is shown that for both system structure settings, the reliability distributions are greatly changed compared to the initial empirical distribution, except for some subsystems (e.g. ADC in setting 1) the difference is minor. And the results of the two system settings are also quite different.
In conclusion, by means of the information propagation and integration based on BMM, empirical information of different subsystems and system can be integrated adequately through the system structure to update the system lifetime distribution, which can influence the reliability distributions of the satellite subsystems and system significantly. Besides, the system composition structure (the subsystem relationship settings) also influences the information integration results greatly. This case study clearly demonstrates the necessity to fully use multi-source information to enhance the reliability model rather than just simply based on the local empirical information, which may lead to large bias.
B. CASE 2: DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF A MULTI-LEVEL SATELLITE SYSTEM 1) PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
A complex satellite system consisting of multi-level elements and multiple basic units is studied in this section, as shown in Fig. 10 . The explanations of symbols in Fig. 10 are shown in Table 5 of Appendix. Besides, empirical lifetime distributions for elements and basic units are Weibull distributions according to [10] or experts' estimation (assumption), which are also listed in Table 5 of Appendix. The relationship between elements and the satellite system is shown in Fig. 11 . U 1 , . . . , U 12 in Fig. 10 represent different types of basic units. The total number of different basic units is N total = 12. The number of each U k (k = 1, . . . , 12) will be designed during the optimization process. The relationship between the same type of basic unit is designed to be in parallel, and the maximum and minimum bounds of U k are n k max = 8 and n k min = 2, respectively. The cost and mass of each U k (k = 1, . . . , 12) are given in Table 6 of Appendix, and calculation models of the total cost and mass are obtained by (9) and (10) . It should be noted that the satellite cost and mass calculation equations are simplified in this case to compare the different unit number design schemes. For realistic satellite mass and cost estimation, other methods can be found in [27] for different tasks. The reliability model is calculated by the reliability modeling method based on multi-source lifetime information integration with BMM. At first, given a design scheme with a specific unit number setting, the system structure shown in Fig. 10 is updated and then decomposed into sixteen modules. According to the order from level one to level four, each module is updated based on the traditional BMM in section 2 and updated lifetime distributions can then be obtained. Until the final module with element λ 41 is updated, the lifetime distribution updating process is ended. With the updated lifetime distribution of element λ 41 (i.e. satellite system), the system reliability model (denoted as R S ) can be constructed according to (6) .
Set the budget of the total mass, the total cost, and reliability to be: M sat_budget = 40kg, C sat_budget = 15M$, and R sat_budget = 0.98 (Design lifetime is 8 years). The satellite optimization model is shown in (14) . SQP is used as the optimization solver, and the stopping criteria are that the size of a step is smaller than 1e − 10 and the maximum iteration number is 400.
2) RESULTS ANALYSIS
The baseline and optimum schemes of the twelve design variables and constraints are listed in Table 3 and Table 4 , respectively. Taking the budget value of mass, cost, and reliability as benchmark, the ratio (denoted as S) and the relative difference (denoted as D) between the baseline/optimum scheme values and the corresponding budget values can be calculated by:
The subscript * represents mass, cost, or reliability. From Table 3 , it can be observed that the optimum scheme changes greatly compared to the baseline scheme. In Table 4 , it shows that the optimization effect is remarkable because the total cost decreases from 15.82 M$ to 11.31 M$ and the total mass decreases by 10.98 kg. Under the baseline scheme, the total mass and total cost exceed the budget by 20.88% and 5.47%, respectively, which means the constraints are violated. For the optimum scheme, both the total mass and cost are below the budget as shown in Fig. 12 , i.e. both meet the constraints requirements of the optimization problem. As for the reliability, the optimum scheme exceeds the budget by 0.18% while the baseline is lower than the budget by 0.14%. To sum up, the effect of RBDO is clearly demonstrated which can enhance the reliability and significantly reduce the cost and mass by properly allocating the basic unit selection.
To further demonstrate the effect of RBDO in enhancing reliability, the reliability of the satellite system λ 41 and the elements (λ 34 , λ 35 , λ 36 ), are chosen to demonstrate the differences between the baseline and the optimum, as shown in Fig. 13 .
The results are shown that for the system λ 41 , the element λ 34 , and the element λ 35 , the reliability of the optimum scheme is improved compared to the baseline scheme, so as to satisfy the reliability budget requirement. For the element λ 36 , the reliability of the optimum scheme is decreased compared to the baseline. It is because the baseline is too redundant (larger than the budget 0.98). Thus by optimization and proper unit number allocation, the redundancy is reduced so as to reduce the total cost and mass, meanwhile the system reliability and other subsystems are improved to meet the total reliability requirement.
In summary, compared with the baseline scheme, the optimal scheme can significantly reduce the total mass and cost, and meanwhile improve the reliability, which can provide a valuable reference for designers.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the RBDO for the satellite system design is studied. Specifically, to properly construct the reliability model which is the foundation of RBDO, the multi-source lifetime information integration and reliability modeling method for the complex multi-level satellite system is developed. To fully integrate the multi-source lifetime information (either from expert experience or from realistic data of past missions) so as to enhance the reliability model with more knowledge, the lifetime information integration and distribution updating method based on Bayesian Melding Method (BMM) for the multi-level satellite system structure is proposed. Based on the updated lifetime distributions, the reliability model can be properly constructed, and the satellite RBDO can be performed with more confidence.
Two cases are studied to demonstrate and verify the proposed method. First, a two-level satellite system with different parallel and serial subsystem composition settings is used to illustrate the process and effectiveness of lifetime information integration. The results show that after the lifetime information integration and distribution updating, the reliability distributions of satellite subsystems and system are all changed significantly. Besides, the system composition structure (the subsystem relationship settings) also influences the information integration results greatly. This case study clearly demonstrates the necessity to fully use multi-source information to enhance the reliability model rather than just simply based on the local empirical information, which may lead to large bias. Second, a satellite RBDO problem is studied to minimize the total cost with budget constraints on total mass, cost, and reliability. The design variables are the number of units selected for the satellite. Compared with the baseline scheme, the optimal scheme can significantly reduce the total mass and cost, and meanwhile improve the reliability, which can provide a valuable reference for designers. In this paper, only lifetime information is considered and other information such as degradation information is not included, which will be further studied in the future.
APPENDIX
See Table 5 and Table 6 .
